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2 About GDPR
About GDPR
The EU’s new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) applies from the 25th of May 2018. The
Regulation propagates rules relating to the processing and transfer of personal data of EU
Citizens. ‘Personal Data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person (‘Data Subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data,
an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic,
mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person. ‘Processing; Processed‘
means any operation or set of operations which is performed on Personal Data or on sets of
Personal Data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation,
structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction,
erasure or destruction.
Personal Data and Enghouse software
Enghouse Interactive Software (‘The Software’) may collect and store Personal Data such as
phone numbers, email addresses and voice recordings, as implemented and put into production
use by Customer. It is the responsibility of the Customer (‘Data Controller’) to ensure that the
Processing of such Personal Data is done within the scope of their permitted remit as dictated by
Data Subjects and data authorities.
According to the regulation, Personal Data shall be Processed lawfully, collected for specific
purpose and limited to what is necessary for that purpose. The Personal Data shall be kept only
for as long as it will fulfil the purpose and kept in a manner so as to prevent any unauthorized
disclosure, theft or loss. Data retention obligations may further be set by contract, or by
regulatory obligations specific to the industry and jurisdiction of the Data Controller, Data
Processor, and/or Data Subjects.
GDPR establishes several individual rights for Data Subjects, including but not limited to the right
to access and rectify their Personal Data. Enghouse Interactive, as a Data Processor, provides
Software and Services that assist Data Controllers in implementing their own environment of data
privacy and data security compliance, including the ability to search, delete and export Personal
Data as the Data Controller may find necessary in accordance with an exercise of an individual
right by a Data Subject.
Scope
This Enghouse Interactive software package may include tools, documents or guidelines intended
to assist an organization using the software on their journey to achieving GDPR compliance across
the business.
DISCLAIMER
, THE SOFTWARE PRODUCTS AND THIS DOCUMENT ARE PROVIDED BY ENGHOUSE INTERACTIVE,
"AS IS" AND ENGHOUSE INTERACTIVE GIVES, NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THATPRODUCT(S) AND/OR THE PERFORMANCE OR RESULTS OF USE
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THEREOF, ARE, IN ANY WAY, COMPLIANT WITH GDPR REGULATIONS OR ANY OTHER LOCAL LAW
S INVOLVING DATA PROTECTION. IT IS THE EXCLUSIVE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SOFTWARE USER
TO ENSURE THAT COMPLIANCE OBLIGATIONS ARE MET.
Support of Enghouse Interactive Software with reference to GDPR
Enghouse Interactive supports Software via its standard support agreements and SLAs. These
agreements are definitive in determining if and how issues are resolved,. While taking into
consideration applicable timing required by law or as set forth in a data processing agreement
with Enghouse any issues raised (including those relating to management of personal data) will
be handled via the standard response and resolution processes as defined within applicable and
current support agreements.
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3 Executive Summary
International regulations that are designed to provide organisations with a set of statutory
obligations with respect to personal data protection have been in force for many years. These
regulations continue to be updated periodically as events and new technology precipitate
change. Recent examples are the raft of new regulations that emerged after the 2008 financial
crisis, and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) governing personal data
management, largely in response to advances in software, Cloud and social media platforms,
data mining and data storage technologies.

It is important to note that no technology, including call recording systems, are themselves
regulatory compliant. There are no benchmark certifications available from any regulatory body.
Instead, call recorders are developed with the features required to enable companies to
demonstrate that their call recorder conforms to their overall compliance strategy and adheres
to regulatory standards where needed. It is the responsibility of individual organisations to
ensure that their business practices and business systems allow them to meet any applicable
industry regulations.
This White Paper describes the QMS product and the features within the product that can help
organisations meet regulatory needs. The scope of this document is expressly restricted to how
we understand some regulations apply to the QMS systems only. This document does not
provide professional legal advice and you should obtain independent legal advice for your own
business and processes.

3.1 Quality Management Suite Product Overview
Quality Management Suite (QMS) is a suite of call recording and quality management applications
designed to provide organisations with robust, secure and dependable recording of inbound,
outbound and internal communications. QMS records IP-PBX, such as Skype for Business, Cisco,
Avaya, NEC and Mitel, as well as SIP environments. It is designed to record as an extension-side
recorder and is particularly suited to the small to medium contact centre market.
QMS consists of a number of integrated components that can be deployed individually or in
combination.
1. Audio recorder for VoIP environments
2. Screen recorder can be deployed together with voice recording, to provide corresponding
details of desktop activity
3. Text (IM, chat, email) recorder for the capture of text-based communications
4. Agent evaluation for quality monitoring of contact centre staff

3.2 Summary of Key Regulations
1. Payment Card Initiative Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). All firms who handle, transmit,
store, or process information concerning credit or debit payment cards, or their related
card data, are required to be compliant with PCI DSS regulations. This is a global standard.
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2. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This EU regulation (GDPR) replaces the Data
Protection Directive 95/46/EC and was designed to harmonize data privacy laws across
Europe, to protect and empower all EU citizens data privacy and to reshape the way
organisations across the region approach data privacy.
3. Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) is a European standard designed to offer
greater protection for investors and inject more transparency into all asset classes: from equities
to fixed income, exchange traded funds and foreign exchange.

3.3 QMS’s Implementation of PCI DSS Standards
Implementing a call recording system into a PCI DSS compliant contact centre requires a review
of all relevant business processes to ensure full compliance. The following features are designed
to help organisations meets their requirement obligations, but they must be considered in context
of other systems and procedures in place within the organisation.
1. Primarily QMS contains features designed to help prevent the recording of credit card
data, whilst allowing for the recording of the remaining parts of the call. There are a
number of trigger options allowing for both manual and automatic suspension of
recording for both audio and screen recordings. The trigger options include:
a. Manual pause and resume via the recorder interface.
b. Manual pause and resume via the Desktop Utility.
c. An XML app for compatible handsets that provide a manual pause and resume
option on control keys on the handset.
d. API methods for pause and resume that can be triggered via external systems, for
example a payment gateway.
2. QMS contains an automatic deletion process that removes recordings and associated
metadata that have exceeded a predefined retention period. The deletion process can be
set individually for audio, screen and text messages. Additionally, retention policy can be
applied at an individual group level, meaning that different policies can be defined for PCI
compliant recordings and other recordings not governed by PCI. Additionally, designated
administrators can be granted with the ability to selectively delete recordings. This type
of deletion creates an audit log event listing the user, date, time and action taken. These
features allow companies to define and maintain a data retention and disposal policy.
3. The storage of all recordings in QMS can be encrypted using 256-bit AES encryption, an
industry standard strong cryptographic protocol. This helps to protect sensitive data that
is permitted for storage. QMS can encrypt universally, be set to not encrypt new
recordings, re-encrypt recordings with a new key and decrypt recordings through the use
of an authorised account. The encryption key is a dual key model that provides two
separate people with key fragments so that no one individual has full key access. During
the creation of an encryption key the QMS suite requires these two people (who require
Administrator accounts) to be simultaneously logged into QMS in order to generate the
key. It is recommended that the key is periodically changed, for example annually.
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4. The QMS interface supports SSL sessions. When enabled user access to the interface is
always encrypted, ensuring that data transmitted from the recorder via the interface is
secure when transmitted across open public networks. Additionally, the inter-service
communication between different components of the recorder are also encrypted so that,
in the event that the components are split across network segments, all inter-service
communication is also secured.
5. Access to QMS can be tightly controlled and maintained by the primary system
administrator and other administrators granted permission from this root account. This
account has full access to the QMS recording features. Account types can be restricted to
view only a subset of the lines being recorded and what QMS features are available to
them. For example, a user account can be restricted to access a single line that is operated
only by that user. User accounts can also have restricted access to functionality, for
example by removing permission to playback recording, delete recordings or export
recordings. Each account is audited by QMS when it logs on, requests playback, deletes a
recording, and conducts other tasks within the recorder.
6. It is expected that each user who requires access to the recorder is provided with a unique
account ID.

3.4 QMS within the GDPR Framework
This section describes the data areas of the product where personal information may be stored,
and the product features that allow for the identification and retrieval of specific information.
The section is divided into four areas:
1. What kind of personal data could be stored in the QMS databases and where it would be
stored.
2. How to search and identify data related to a specific person for the purposes of Right to
Information.
3. Options for dealing with consent and non-consent to retain recordings.
4. Options for dealing with legitimate requests for records to be deleted for the purposes of
Right to be Forgotten.
3.4.1 Storing of Personal Data in QMS
This section details the areas of QMS that may store Personal Data.,.
1. The QMS database, based on Microsoft SQL Server, contains metadata for each recorded
interaction. The media type of that interaction will determine the specific data stored
within this metadata record. The following Personal Data fields may be populated:
a. Phone number – for audio calls.
b. Caller line identification (CLI) – only if the data is presented in the SIP (Session
Initiation Protocol) header.
c. Email address – captured only if email recording is active.
d. Name or user ID – captured only if IM or chat recording is enabled.
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e. Comment – manually input by a call handler or manager during or after the call
and possibly containing personal data.
f. Flag – manually or automatically assigned during or after the call and possibly
containing personal data.
2. The QMS file store contains call recordings that are available for search and retrieval. The
recordings may be of audio, screen, or text or interactions depending upon the media
capture methods that have been licensed and implemented on QMS. The recordings are
likely to contain personal data.
3. Log files contain system information to enable troubleshooting and traceability. The log
files are stored in the file system on the QMS server. Personal data contained within logs
files is limited in nature and restricted to the phone number and optional call identifier
data listed above. No log files are written to external systems, although it is possible to
monitor logs files using a SNMP system. Log files are periodically removed from the system
during standard housekeeping processes. The standard retention period is 30 days.
3.4.2 Retrieval of Personal Information (Right to Information)
If an organisation receives a request to describe what personal information it holds for a particular
customer or employee one of the systems that would be queried is QMS. QMS provides an easy
set of steps to list records stored for a particular customer provided one or more of the personal
data identification fields are populated.
To do this an authorised user would utilise the Recordings interface of QMS, enter an appropriate
phone number(s) or extension number(s) that requires identification and run a query to retrieve
all relevant records. The resulting record retrieval can be viewed within the interface, or exported
in CSV format.
QMS also supports data retrieval via API for those organisations who wish to automate this
process via third party systems.
It should be noted the QMS is always deployed in such a way that it has no access to the primary
call path and therefore cannot influence call routing or pick-up messages. It is the responsibility
of other applications to handle these functions.

3.4.3 Right to be Forgotten
The QMS system also has call deletion rules and housekeeping processes that remove data
periodically after a defined time period. The default for call retention within QMS is 365 days,
although this can be overwritten at system level, or for any defined group, to meet the specific
requirements of an organisation. For example, if some regulation stipulates a five-year retention
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period and this can be defined within QMS provided sufficient storage is available. The removal
of recordings also deletes the associated metadata from the QMS database.
As mentioned previously, housekeeping tasks periodically remove old log files from the system.
QMS supports the archival and exporting of information. Once information is extracted from QMS
using these methods it moves outside of the jurisdiction of QMS and organisations should
implement separate polices for managing this data.
When there is a request by a customer, or other third party, to remove personal data and that
data needs to be manually removed from QMS. Only designated administrators have the
appropriate access to the deletion options within QMS, but assuming a user does have these
permissions then a simple query to list all records associated with the third party will retrieve the
appropriate data and these records can then be selected and deleted using the Delete option
within the Recordings interface. A log is written whenever records are manually deleted from
QMS that lists the user who performed the deletion, plus the date and time. An API method can
also be used to automate selected deletion from a third-party system. The deletion request
removes all selected records, both the physical recordings and the associated metadata.
Organisations who backup the recordings file store and database may need to determine a
separate procedure for removing data from these backups.

3.5 QMS’s Regulated Market Features
1. The ability to define a minimum retention period of 5 years with the ability to create
traceable archives.
2. Recordings are encrypted using 256-bit AES encryption, an industry standard strong
cryptographic protocol. An authorized account is required to decrypt and playback the
calls.
3. QMS’s interfaces support SSL sessions. When enabled, user access to the interface is
always encrypted, ensuring that data transmitted from the recorder to the user is secured
when transmitted across networks.
4. User access is both audited and controlled through a multi-tier account structure. System
administrator accounts provide a means to create and manage access policy for user
accounts by allowing security profiles to be defined and user accounts to inherit a security
policy.
5. Other system tasks are also audited at a user level, for example playback, export of
recordings, failed login and deletion requests.
6. User authentication can be linked to a single sign-on strategy.
7. The notification to call participants that a call is being recorded must be implemented
externally to QMS, e.g. by the PBX, principally because the recorders are passive and have
no call control ability.
8. Each recording has a digital watermark attached to demonstrate authenticity. MD5 is used
to apply this.
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9. Text communications can be recorded by QMS using either API methods or customised
integration into the text communication platform.
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4 Other QMS Encryption and Security Details
4.1 Recording Encryption
The initial encapsulation of media as a call is in progress and is being captured and written to disk
by QMS is in unencrypted format. This temporary file is converted to an Opus or MP3 file at call
termination, encrypted using the key phrase and a unique MD5 hash is applied. The encrypted
file is then moved to permanent file storage and any temporary files are destroyed immediately
after processing is complete.
For some PBX systems, for example Skype for Business, all RTP capture is sent encrypted to the
QMS server. When you play back a recording, the original remains encrypted.

4.2 Applying a New Encryption Key
The QMS Admin interface provides a method for revoke existing keys and applying a new twopart key. The re-encryption process will be performed as a background task and may take some
time to complete, depending upon the quantity of recordings to be reprocessed.

4.3 SSL Security
QMS SSL support uses Microsoft WCF services that provide a number of security options. For
example, it is possible to force SSLv3. QMS has no support for OpenSSL.
QMS v7.2 and above uses .NET 4.7, which natively supports TLS 1.2.

4.4 Distributed Environments
The QMS DataService manages all remote CallRecordingServices and the associated SSL
encryption keys via the Windows WCF service. The connection between the DataService and the
CallRecordingService is then secured via SSL.
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